
Hunk� Himb�
Do you ever find yourself caught up in the grind of life, constantly worried that your important
and burdensome decisions will lead you in the wrong direction in your future? Why not let go
and give into your natural instincts to work out to become the hunk that every woman and man
desires to fuck.

As a hunky himbo, get ready to focus on the things that matter most in your life, like sex, and
working out, and letting others make all of your important and boring decisions for you. Wear
tight, revealing clothing and let the adorable strangers around you know that they can run their
hands over your chiseled body as much as they desire before they climb on top of you. No more
worrying about complicated and obnoxious thoughts and problems and worries as I have
included some simple and fun triggers to make sure that you are always focused on what
matters most in your life.

Why should girls get to have all of the fun? Become a hunky himbo today to find happiness in
letting go of your worries and cares.

✧ Working out on my perfect, masculine body.
✧ Feeling the happiest whenever I am simple and dumb and stupid.
✧ Feeling the happiest whenever I am at the gym.
✧ Loving myself whenever I work out my sexy and fuckable and masculine body.
✧ Remembering to be simple and stupid and dumb whenever I have the desire to think

about anything difficult.
✧ Preferring to let others make all of my hard and boring and difficult decisions for me.
✧ Knowing that I will always love wearing tight clothing that accentuates my perfectly toned

masculine body.
✧ Preferring my lovers to run their hands over my perfect, masculine body before I fuck

them.
✧ Knowing that I need to go to the gym everyday so that I can achieve the perfectly

fuckable body that nobody will be able to resist.
✧ Fantasizing about how erotic it would be to be a dumb, muscular fuck toy for my

beautiful lovers to use.
✧ Needing others to give me compliments on my hunky, masculine appearance.
✧ Constantly checking myself out in the mirror.
✧ Knowing that I am happiest whenever I am at the gym.
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✧ Remembering that I will always be able to fuck whomever I desire whenever I am dumb
and simple and submissive.

✧ Preferring to be a dumb and simple and masculine fucktoy.
✧ Wearing tight, revealing clothing to show others my hunky, fuckable body.
✧ Constantly checking out my appearance in the mirror to make sure that my masculine

look is perfect.
✧ Feeling pleasure and arousal and excitement whenever I am working out at the gym.
✧ Worried and anxious and uncomfortable if I am not working out at the gym every day.
✧ Loving myself whenever somebody wants to fuck me based on my appearance.
✧ Uncomfortable and worried that my body will get fat and flabby and unfuckable if I do no

visit the gym each and every day.
✧ Buying new clothing that perfectly accentuates my fuckable, masculine body.
✧ Excited and turned on whenever I find something new to wear.
✧ Remembering that the better my body looks, the more often I will be able to fuck the

beautiful strangers that I meet.
✧ Thinking about how much I love being simple and letting all of my worries and cares and

inhibitions float away as I let others tell me what to do.
✧ Turned on and excited and aroused whenever others tell me what to do.
✧ Believing that I can work out enough to achieve the masculine body that nobody could

possibly resist fucking.
✧ Loving myself whenever I am lifting weights.
✧ Craving to mold my body into the perfect, masculine form.
✧ Wearing tight pants and form-fitting shirts to proudly show off to others how much effort I

have put into my body.
✧ Flirting with all of the cute strangers that I meet.
✧ Preferring to fuck over anything else I could be doing for the day.
✧ Masturbating whenever I am bored.
✧ Remembering that masturbating is good for me and makes me healthier every time that I

do it.
✧ Making sure that I am always touching myself whenever I am daydreaming.
✧ Watching porn and wishing that I could be the hunk.
✧ Thinking about how horny and turned on I always am and how it is perfectly natural for

me to feel this way.
✧ Watching porn whenever I am bored.
✧ Remembering that I can always watch porn if I find myself bored or anxious.
✧ Wishing that I could be a hunky, masculine porn star so that I could fuck every day.
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✧ Fantasizing about becoming a submissive and simple hunk that everyone desires to use
and fuck.

✧ Working out whenever I am anxious.
✧ Only eating the foods that help keep my body lean and sexy.
✧ Being sure to never eat or drink anything that might make my body less desirable or

fuckable.
✧ Feeling aroused and excited whenever strangers touch my chest.
✧ Needing to be simple and dumb and submissive every day of my life.
✧ Dressing in the outfits that others find the most desirable.
✧ Changing my opinions based on what the people around me tell me.
✧ Thinking about how much I love being the fuckable boy toy that everyone desires to use.
✧ Taking pictures of myself to post online.
✧ Recording myself whenever I have sex.
✧ Finding it hard to concentrate on anything besides working out and fucking and looking

my absolute best.
✧ Needing others to compliment me on my hunky, masculine appearance.
✧ Happiest whenever I am working out at the gym in my tight, seductive outfits.
✧ Making sure that I am always showing off my body so that others notice me.
✧ Feeling pleasure and desire and happiness whenever others fuck me based on my

appearance.
✧ Preferring to take the submissive role in any sexual relationship that I might be in.
✧ Fantasizing about being so sexy nobody would be able to resist fucking me.
✧ Working out and masturbating whenever I have any free time.
✧ Thinking about how sexy it would be to record myself masturbating so that the whole

world can know what a simple little hunky slut I love being.
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